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Nifty index registered a steep uptrend on Thursday with the index touching levels near all time 
highs again. But a detailed inter-market analysis still warns the investors to be cautious and 
protective. There is no rally in broader indices and BANKNIFTY is still underperforming the 
main index.

This week’s Sixth Sense is dedicated for an inter-market analysis. We have compared NIFTY 
moves with MIDCAP, SMALLCAP and BANKNIFTY and conclusions are drawn. We sincerely 
hope this week’s detailed analysis really helps you to manage your positions and effectively use 
the inputs to boost profitability of your portfolio

NIFTY Correction Still on Cards
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First, let us have a look at
the most important support

and resistance level for
NIFTY on Monday

MANAGE YOUR
MONDAY MORNING

TRADE (NIFTY)  
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)

People often ask the question 
“how to get clarity on next 
day’s Market movement”. 

We are giving you a solution 
in this section. 



Last week we witnessed a significant jump in NIFTY especially on last trading day of March. But 
the index touched the resistance trend line (previous support becomes fresh resistance) and 
fell from the levels.

(NIFTY Expanded Flat Structure Possibility Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY Weekly Outlook!! 
NIFTY Retested the Resistance Trend line!! 
Index Still in Correction Mode?



How to Make Sure of the Sharp Correction in the Index?

Index has got very strong support at 22220 levels. If NIFTY breaks below 22220 levels on 
Monday, it indicates weakness in the index. 22050 level acts as crucial cycle completion level 
on the down side. As we said last time, index will undergo massive correction only if it breaks 
the crucial support at 21900.

(NIFTY Correction Possibility Explained Source:www.investing.com)

On the other hand, if NIFTY gives DAILY CLOSE above 22393, 
index might start trend reversal



Inter-Market Analysis – No Significant Rally in Midcaps and Small caps

NIFTY MIDCAP 50 

NIFTY Midcap is still at crucial resistance at 13579 and is yet to break the resistance. Moreover, 
the index can start uptrend only if a daily close above 13496 is recorded. There is a gap build-
ing happening between NIFTY and Midcap indices.

(NIFTY Midcap Analysis Source:www.investing.com)



NIFTY SMALLCAP 50 

(NIFTY Small-cap Analysis Source:www.investing.com)

Broader market is underperforming the main index, which is a key indication of cycle comple-
tion in broader markets and potential trend reversal. NIFTY Small Cap index is facing stiff resist-
ance at 7092.90 levels. If this resistance is broken, market might move till 7441.



BANKNIFTY Underperform the Main Index

(BANKNIFTY Crucial Supports and Resistances source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY has to break support at 47169 to start next leg of down trend. The index is weak 
and lagging behind the main index. This is another indication of inter-market divergence.

BANKNIFTY has got crucial support at 46930. If this level is broken, market might undergo mas-
sive correction
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